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An Evaluation of Query Processing StrategiesUsing the TIPSTER CollectionJames P. Callan and W. Bruce CroftComputer Science DepartmentUniversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, USAcallan@cs.umass.edu, croft@cs.umass.eduAbstractThe TIPSTER collection is unusual because of both itssize and detail. In particular, it describes a set of infor-mation needs, as opposed to traditional queries. Thesedetailed representations of information need are an op-portunity for research on di�erent methods of formu-lating queries. This paper describes several methodsof constructing queries for the INQUERY informationretrieval system, and then evaluates those methods onthe TIPSTER document collection. Both AdHoc andRouting query processing methods are evaluated.1 IntroductionOne approach to improving the e�ectiveness of an in-formation retrieval (IR) system is to use sophisticatedmethods of gathering and representing informationfrom a user. Techniques include automatic or inter-active introduction of synonyms [Har88], forms-basedinterfaces [CD90], automatic recognition of phrases[CTL91], and relevance feedback [SB90]. All of thesetechniques have shown promise on standard test col-lections, but it was not clear how they would scaleup to much larger and more heterogeneous documentcollections.A large and heterogeneous document collection forIR research became available recently as a result of theDARPA/SISTO TIPSTER project [Har92a]. The �rsttwo volumes of the TIPSTER collection contain thefull text of about 750,000 newspaper articles, newswirearticles, magazine articles, Federal Register announce-ments, and Department of Energy technical abstracts.These two volumes occupy about two gigabytes of diskspace. Instead of standard query sets, TIPSTER infor-mation needs are described by frame-like data struc-tures called topics (Figure 1). There are two sets of

�fty topics.1 A topic consists of header �elds, andseven �elds describing aspects of the information need:Domain, Title, Description, Narrative, Concepts, Fac-tors, and De�nitions. Each �eld provides a view ofthe information need that is related to, but often dis-tinct from, the views provided by the other �elds. Inparticular, the Narrative �eld is a natural languagedescription of the conditions that make a documentrelevant to a topic. Relevance judgements for the TIP-STER collection were obtained by having trained an-alysts evaluate the top documents retrieved for eachtopic by a variety of di�erent information retrievalsystems. In our experiments, we used the relevancejudgements from the �rst Text REtrieval and Eval-uation (TREC1) conference [Har92b]. The relevancejudgements should be considered incomplete, becausemost documents were not evaluated for relevance toany topic.The TIPSTER collection di�ers in many character-istics from the standard test collections available pre-viously. One di�erence is the set of TIPSTER topics,which each contain varying representations of an infor-mation need. These di�erent representations encour-age research on how best to acquire and represent aninformation need. For example, one can experimentwith �ll-in-the-blank, forms-like, interfaces by creat-ing queries with text from the Concept(s) and Factors�elds. One can also experiment with natural languageinterfaces by using text from the Narrative and De�ni-tions �elds. The research results obtained are sugges-tive of what might work well in an interactive interfacewith a human user.Previous research with other collections suggestedthat combining di�erent representations of an informa-tion need can yield an improvement in both recall andprecision [KMT+82; CD90; Tur91]. However, it hasbeen di�cult to do systematic research on this subjectbecause di�erent representations of information needshave not been available generally.The TIPSTER project also distinguishes amongtwo di�erent types of queries: AdHoc and Routing[Har92a]. AdHoc queries are intended for a single useto satisfy an immediate need for information. One1A third volume of documents and a third set of �ftytopics are planned.1



<top><head> Tipster Topic Description<num> Number: 004<dom> Domain: International Finance<Title> Topic: Debt Rescheduling<desc> Description: Document will discuss a current debt rescheduling agreement between a developing country andone or more of its creditor(s).<narr> Narrative:A relevant document will discuss a current debt rescheduling agreement reached, proposed, or being negotiated betweena debtor developing country and one or more of its creditors, commercial and/or o�cial. It will identify the debtorcountry and the creditor(s), the repayment time period requested or granted, the monetary amount requested or coveredby the accord, and the interest rate, proposed or set.<con> Concept(s):1. rescheduling agreement, accord, settlement, pact2. bank debt, commercial debt, foreign debt, trade debt, medium-term debt, long-term debt3. negotiations, debt talks4. creditor banks, creditor countries/governments, Paris Club5. debtor countries, developing countries6. debt package7. debt repayments8. restructuring, rescheduling existing loans9. lower interest-rate margin, easier terms, more lenient terms<fac> Factor(s):<nat> Nationality: Developing country<time> Time: Current</fac><def> De�nition(s):Debt Rescheduling - Agreement between creditors and debtor to provide debt relief by altering the original paymentterms of an existing debt. This is most often accomplished by lengthening the original schedule for principal andinterest payments, and deferring interest payments. Done most publicly by developing countries and their bankers,but often less publicly by other willing creditors and debtors, e.g., governments, banks and companies. Much invoguein the early 1980s, the road to rescheduling for countries in crisis runs as follows: when a country borrows so muchthat its lenders grow nervous, the banks start lending for shorter and shorter maturities. Eventually the country,though still paying interest on its debt, is unable to make payments on the principal. The country is then forcedto request a rescheduling, which means that it is able to escape its immediate repayment commitments by convertingshort-term loans into longer-term ones. A country wishing to reschedule its o�cial debt talks to the Paris Club. Acountry wishing to reschedule its commercial debt talks to its biggest bankers.</top> Figure 1: A TIPSTER topic.might expect to invest only a moderate e�ort in cre-ating an AdHoc query, because the query is used onceand then discarded. Routing queries (sometimes calledSDI queries) are intended for longer-term use. A rout-ing query can be viewed as a pro�le of interest, or as a�lter on a steady stream of incoming documents. Onemight expect to invest greater e�ort in creating rout-ing queries, because the e�ort is amortized over manyretrievals.This paper describes a set of experiments on thee�ectiveness of di�erent methods of query creation.The experiments explore what to include in a query,how to represent it, and how to combine di�erent rep-resentations of the same information need. Section2 describes the INQUERY information retrieval sys-tem, with which experiments were conducted. Section3 describes techniques for creating `AdHoc' queries.Section 4 describes techniques for creating `Routing'queries. Section 5 summarizes the results, and con-cludes.
2 The INQUERY Information Re-trieval SystemINQUERY is a probabilistic information retrieval sys-tem based upon a Bayesian inference network model[TC91; Tur91]. Documents are indexed by the wordstems and numbers that occur in the text. Stopwordsare discarded. Documents are also indexed automat-ically by a small number of features that provide acontrolled indexing vocabulary [CCH92].2 For exam-ple, when a document refers to a company by name,the document is indexed by both the company name(words in the text) and the feature #company.3 IN-QUERY includes company [Rau91], country, U.S. city,2We de�ne a feature to be any generalization of wordsin a document. We have sometimes called these general-izations concepts (e.g., [CCH92]).3INQUERY distinguishes among features and words bypre�xing features with the `#' character.2



number and date [Mau89], and person name recogniz-ers. The set used for a particular collection can becontrolled easily, and new, domain-speci�c recogniz-ers can be incorporated easily [CCH92]. It remainsan open question how to determine the `right' mix offeature recognizers for a document collection.The query language contains about a dozen oper-ators [TC91; Tur91]. Feature operators match fea-tures that were recognized when the document wasparsed. For example, the #company operator matchesthe #company feature. Proximity operators requiretheir arguments to occur either in order, within somedistance of each other, or within some window. Beliefoperators provide di�erent methods of combining ev-idence. Examples include using the maximum, sum,or weighted sum of a set of beliefs. INQUERY alsohas a synonym operator and probabilistic versions ofBoolean And, Or and Not operators.The query processor provides several transforma-tions that aid in converting queries from natural lan-guage into the query language. These query transfor-mations include recognition of stop phrases, negation,phrases, and proper names, as well as introductionof synonyms and controlled vocabulary terms (featureoperators). Each is discussed in more detail below. IN-QUERY allows the query transformations to be com-bined to form di�erent methods of query processing.2.1 Stop PhrasesStop phrases are sequences of words that are discardedautomatically because they provide no informationabout the information need. For example, the phrases\document must discuss" and \�nd a document" areboth stop phrases. The list of stop phrases was createdmanually after examination of 50 TIPSTER topics. Italso includes a small number of phrases that do notoccur in the topics, but that would be likely to occurin an interactive system.2.2 Phrase RecognitionPhrases are recognized in the query by applying astochastic part of speech tagger [Chu88], and thenusing rules to identify noun phrases. For example,\monthly short interest" is transformed into \#phrase(monthly short interest)". Experiments showed thatsimple noun phrases worked best, because longer, morecomplex, noun phrases were less likely to match doc-uments in the collection.2.3 NegationNegation is recognized by looking for the word `not' inthe query, and then negating the object (word, propername, phrase or query language operator) that imme-diately follows. For example, \not #phrase (monthlyshort interest)" is transformed into \#not (#phrase(monthly short interest))". This strategy is too sim-ple to do justice to negation in the English language,but it does provide some improvement, at low recall,

Table 1: The e�ect of negation.Recall Precision (5 queries)Not | No Not |25 60.9 60.6 (�0.6)50 49.5 49.6 (+0.1)75 32.7 33.1 (+1.5)avg 47.7 47.8 (+0.1)over ignoring negation altogether. Table 1 illustratesthe e�ect of negation on the �ve queries in which itwas recognized automatically.2.4 Proper NamesProper names are recognized by assuming that a se-quence of capitalized words is a proper name. Com-mas and other punctuation are also assumed to delimitproper names. This strategy is too simple to �nd allproper names (e.g. John von Neumann), but it worksoften. (Proper names that escape detection are gener-ally recognized as noun phrases, as described above.)A proximity operator is used to match recognizedproper names against documents in the collection. Theproximity operator requires that its arguments occurin a document, in order, with an interword distance ofthree or less. This permits the query \George Bush" tomatch \George Herbert Walker Bush" in a document.2.5 SynonymsThe use of synonyms is currently limited in INQUERY.We focused on a small set of words that occur in theFactors �eld of TIPSTER topics, because those con-cepts are supposed to be particularly important indetermining the relevance of a document. We haveexperimented with replacing \Europe" with a list ofEuropean countries, and with replacing \developingcountry", \third world", and \LDC" with a list of de-veloping countries. We have also tried replacing thesewords with a negated list of their opposites, for exam-ple replacing \Europe" with \not USA, Canada, Mex-ico, : : :". None of these changes produced an averageimprovement, although some yielded small improve-ments in precision at low recall.2.6 Feature OperatorsCertain words in the query cause the introductionof feature operators that match any occurrence of aparticular feature in a document. For example, ifthe word `company' occurs in a query, it is replacedby the operator #company, which matches any com-pany. Similar expansions occur for references to for-eign countries, US cities, and the United States. Ingeneral, the #company operator was the most e�ec-tive for TIPSTER queries. Replacing \United States"and its variations with the #usa feature generally hurtperformance slightly. We believe that this occurred be-cause most documents in this database are in some way3



Table 2: The e�ect of replacing the query word \location" with the concepts #us-city and #foreigncountry.Recall Precision (8 queries)NoCity | City | { City+ForeignCountry {25 45.8 46.7 (+2.0) 46.8 (+2.3)50 30.3 30.4 (+0.2) 30.7 (+1.2)75 15.0 14.9 (�1.2) 15.2 (+1.4)avg 30.4 30.6 (+0.9) 30.9 (+1.8)about the United States. Replacing \United States"with \not #foreigncountry" was more e�ective. Re-placing the word \location" with the concepts #us-cityand #foreigncountry yielded a small average improve-ment on the 8 queries in which the word occurs (Table2).3 Techniques for Creating AdHocQueriesWe adopted three di�erent approaches to creating Ad-Hoc queries. The �rst approach used only the contentsof the Description �eld of TIPSTER topics. This wasuseful for exploring how the system behaves with thevery short queries. The second approach used the con-tents of the Description, Title, Narrative, Concept(s)and Factor(s) �elds. This was useful for exploring howa system might behave with an elaborate user interfaceor very sophisticated query processing. The third ap-proach was automatic query creation followed by sim-ple manual modi�cations, to simulate simple user in-teraction with the query processing. Each approach isdescribed below in more detail.3.1 Simple QueriesThe description-only approach to query processingtreated the Description �eld of a TIPSTER topic as ifit were the only user input. A query was constructed,automatically, by employing all of the query process-ing transformations described above (phrase identi�ca-tion, stop phrase removal, synonym expansion, propername recognition, etc). The remaining words and op-erators were enclosed in a weighted sum operator, withweights determined by frequency in the query.Results are summarized in Table 3. Provided areboth a traditional recall/precision table and a tableshowing precision in the top n documents retrieved, for5 values of n (5, 15, 30, 100, 200). The recall/precisiontable is provided because it measures the ability of theIR system to locate all of the documents known tobe relevant to each query. The precision in the topn documents retrieved is provided both for compari-son to other TREC1 results, and because it is a bet-ter measure of what a person using the system wouldsee. The results were obtained by creating queries forTIPSTER topics 51-100, and using them to retrievedocuments from Volume 1 of the TIPSTER data. TheTREC1 relevance judgements were used to determinerelevance.

Table 3: The performance of simple `description-only'queries.Recall Precision0 62.010 36.320 29.730 25.340 22.250 18.960 15.670 12.280 9.690 6.0100 0.9avg 21.7 Recall Precision(#Docs)5 0.46015 0.38030 0.333100 0.246200 0.200The results with the `description-only' queries aresurprisingly good, given their brevity, the size of thedocument collection, and the di�culty of some ofthe topics. The set of documents retrieved by thedescription-only queries is quite di�erent from the setsretrieved by longer queries. Some documents that wereranked highly by the description-only queries had norelevance judgements, so it is unclear whether the doc-uments were relevant (but not judged), or not relevant.A similar phenomenon has been identi�ed with shortBoolean queries [BCCC93].3.2 Multiple Sources of InformationThe multiple-�eld approach to query processing ap-plied di�erent types of processing to di�erent �elds.Experiments were conducted with a variety of process-ing combinations. Results for six of these combinationsare reported below. In general, most of the query pro-cessing transformations described above were appliedto each �eld. The exceptions were the Narrative �eld,and the Concept(s) �eld. The text in the Narrative�eld was usually a very abstract discussion of the cri-teria for document relevance. Such a discussion is notwell-suited to a system like INQUERY, which relieson matching words from the query to words in thedocument. In contrast, the Concepts �eld was highlystructured. Phrases and proper names were always de-limited by commas or periods, making syntactic recog-nition of phrases unnecessary.Experiments were conducted with six methods ofquery processing described below. The abbreviationsin the descriptions refer to the �rst letter of a �eldname (i.e., D means the Description �eld).4



Table 4: A comparison of six automatic methods of constructing AdHoc queries.Recall Precision (50 queries)Q-1 |- Q-3 |- |- Q-4 |- |- Q-6 |- |- Q-F |- |- Q-7 |-0 83.9 83.2 (�0.8) 78.8 (�6.1) 86.2 (+2.7) 83.0 (�1.1) 84.7 (+1.0)10 60.5 59.0 (�2.5) 57.3 (�5.2) 61.6 (+1.9) 60.9 (+0.7) 61.8 (+2.2)20 52.7 49.9 (�5.4) 49.0 (�7.1) 52.3 (�0.8) 53.1 (+0.6) 53.5 (+1.4)30 46.6 45.0 (�3.6) 44.0 (�5.6) 46.4 (�0.4) 48.2 (+3.3) 47.6 (+2.0)40 40.5 40.0 (�1.2) 39.6 (�2.3) 40.5 (+0.0) 41.9 (+3.5) 42.2 (+4.2)50 35.0 35.4 (+1.2) 34.6 (�1.0) 35.9 (+2.6) 36.5 (+4.3) 36.8 (+5.1)60 30.5 30.4 (�0.5) 29.0 (�4.9) 30.3 (�0.8) 31.4 (+3.1) 31.4 (+3.0)70 25.4 25.5 (+0.5) 24.3 (�4.5) 24.1 (�5.0) 26.3 (+3.5) 26.1 (+2.9)80 19.9 19.7 (�0.6) 18.6 (�6.6) 17.5 (11.9) 20.0 (+0.7) 19.7 (�0.9)90 12.1 12.4 (+2.3) 11.3 (�6.9) 11.0 (�8.9) 13.0 (+7.6) 12.2 (+0.8)100 2.5 2.6 (+5.4) 2.5 (�0.2) 2.0 (18.4) 2.5 (+3.1) 2.4 (�4.1)avg 37.2 36.6 (�1.6) 35.4 (�5.0) 37.1 (�0.4) 37.9 (+1.8) 38.0 (+2.1)Recall Precision (50 queries)(#Docs) Q-1 |- Q-3 |- |- Q-4 |- |- Q-6 |- |- Q-F |- |- Q-7 |-5 64.8 62.8 (�3.1) 61.2 (�5.6) 64.8 (+0.0) 67.2 (+3.7) 67.2 (+3.7)15 59.2 55.6 (�6.1) 54.7 (�7.6) 59.6 (+0.7) 59.7 (+0.9) 60.7 (+2.5)30 54.1 53.3 (�1.5) 51.3 (�5.2) 54.5 (+0.7) 55.0 (+1.7) 55.9 (+3.3)100 42.4 42.2 (�0.5) 41.6 (�1.9) 43.6 (+2.8) 44.0 (+3.8) 43.6 (+2.8)200 35.6 35.1 (�1.4) 34.5 (�3.1) 36.0 (+1.1) 36.6 (+2.8) 36.4 (+2.3)Q-1: Created automatically, using T, D, N, C and F�elds. Everything except the synonym and conceptoperators was discarded from the Narrative �eld.Q-3: The same as Q-1, except that recognition ofphrases and proper names was disabled.Q-4: The same as Q-1, except that recognition ofphrases was applied to the Narrative �eld.Q-6: The same as Q-1, except that only the T, C andF �elds were used.Q-F: The same as Q-1, with 5 additional thesauruswords or phrases added automatically to each query.Q-7: A combination of Q-1 and Q-6.Q-1 was the �rst method tested. It became the base-line method against which other methods were com-pared. The Q-3 method was a `words only' query usedto determine whether phrase and proximity operatorswere helpful. The Q-4 method was developed to deter-mine whether the simple query processing transforma-tions would be e�ective on the abstract descriptionsin the Narrative �eld. The Q-6 method narrowed inon the set of �elds that appeared most useful. TheQ-F method was a preliminary investigation of an ap-proach to automatically discovering thesaurus terms.The Q-7 method investigated whether combining theresults of two relatively similar queries could yield animprovement.The results from the experiments are summarized inTable 4. The results were obtained by creating queriesfor TIPSTER topics 51-100, and using them to retrievedocuments from Volume 1 of the TIPSTER data. TheTREC1 relevance judgements were used to determinerelevance.The di�erence between the performance of meth-ods Q-1 and Q-3 shows that phrases, proper names

and proximity operators were useful. This result con-�rms previous research showing that phrases improvedperformance [CTL91]. However, most of the improve-ment occurred at low recall, resulting in a small aver-age improvement (1.6%). Experiments with di�erentphrase operators produced only small (usually nega-tive) changes in recall and precision. The reason forthese results is unclear. Although some phrases weremore common in the collection than others, we do notbelieve the phrases themselves were the problem. TheINQUERY phrase operators treat as individual wordsany phrases that they consider to be `low quality',based upon Mutual Information Measure [CGHH91],frequency, or other statistics. It may be that a betterphrase operator would solve the problem, or it may bethat phrases are less e�ective on long queries. (The av-erage length of the Q-1 queries is 43.7 words, countingstop words.)The results for method Q-4 show that phrases fromthe Narrative were not helpful. This result is not sur-prising, given the relatively abstract descriptions inthis �eld. However, it would be wrong to interpretthis result as indicating that the Narrative is not use-ful. The Narrative is a statement of what makes adocument relevant to the information need. One chal-lenge for future research is to determine how to makebetter use of this information.Discarding the Description and Narrative �elds didnot hurt performance appreciably. Doing so actuallyimproved precision at low (0% and 10%) recall. Thisresult suggests that the Description �eld contributeslittle that is not available in other �elds of the topic.Only limited use was made of the Narrative �eld, soit is not surprising that ignoring it completely wouldhave little e�ect.The results for method Q-F show that it is possi-5



Table 5: A comparison of two semi-automatic methodsof constructing AdHoc queries.Recall Precision (50 queries)Q-1 |- Q-M |- |- Q-O |-0 83.9 83.8 (�0.2) 93.0 (+10.8)10 60.5 64.1 (+6.0) 71.6 (+18.3)20 52.7 55.4 (+5.1) 63.4 (+20.3)30 46.6 48.6 (+4.3) 54.2 (+16.3)40 40.5 42.1 (+3.9) 46.8 (+15.5)50 35.0 36.4 (+4.1) 40.4 (+15.6)60 30.5 30.9 (+1.5) 34.1 (+11.8)70 25.4 25.0 (�1.4) 28.4 (+11.6)80 19.9 18.3 (�7.8) 21.7 ( +9.1)90 12.1 11.8 (�3.0) 13.4 (+10.3)100 2.5 2.3 (�6.5) 2.4 ( �2.5)avg 37.2 38.1 (+2.3) 42.7 (+14.6)Recall Precision (50 queries)(#Docs) Q-1 Q-M Q-O5 64.8 67.2 (+3.7) 76.4 (+17.9)15 59.2 63.9 (+7.9) 72.4 (+22.3)30 54.1 57.5 (+6.3) 64.9 (+20.0)100 42.4 45.5 (+7.3) 49.4 (+16.5)200 35.6 36.7 (+3.1) 39.2 (+10.1)ble to automatically construct a useful thesaurus for acollection, based only upon term associations. Thethesaurus words and phrases improved precision atalmost all levels of recall. These results, while en-couraging, raise many questions. The thesaurus wordsand phrases were identi�ed automatically by their co-occurrence with query terms in the 1987 Wall StreetJournal portion of the document collection. It is notclear whether a useful thesaurus can be constructedfrom the entire collection or a representative sample.It is also unclear how and how many thesaurus wordsand phrases to add to the query.A combination of methods Q-1 and Q-6 produceda 2.1% average improvement over either methodalone. This result is con�rmation of previous research[KMT+82; CD90; Tur91] in two ways. First, it showsthat combining di�erent representations of an infor-mation need is helpful. Second, it shows that Q-1 andQ-6, which are similar, retrieve di�erent sets of docu-ments.The di�erences in results for these query processingmethods are relatively small, for two reasons. First,the di�erences in the methods themselves were inten-tionally small, in order to isolate the e�ects of certaintransformations or �elds. Second, the queries were allso long that any single change was outweighed by whatremained constant.3.3 Interactive Query CreationExperiments were also conducted to simulate a moreinteractive approach to query creation. In these exper-iments, the system created a query using method Q-1described above, and then a person4 was permitted to4The second author.

Table 6: A comparison of two semi-automatic methodsof constructing AdHoc queries, with thesaurus termsadded.Recall Precision (50 queries)Q-F |- Q-MF |- |- Q-OF |-0 83.0 86.3 (+4.1) 92.9 (+12.0)10 60.9 64.0 (+5.1) 70.4 (+15.6)20 53.1 56.4 (+6.4) 62.0 (+16.9)30 48.2 50.2 (+4.2) 54.6 (+13.3)40 41.9 44.0 (+5.0) 47.7 (+13.8)50 36.5 38.2 (+4.9) 40.7 (+11.7)60 31.4 32.5 (+3.4) 35.2 (+12.1)70 26.3 26.5 (+0.7) 29.3 (+11.3)80 20.0 19.5 (�2.5) 22.2 (+10.9)90 13.0 12.4 (�5.2) 14.2 ( +9.1)100 2.5 2.4 (�6.7) 2.5 ( -2.6)avg 37.9 39.3 (+3.8) 42.9 (+13.2)Recall Precision (50 queries)(#Docs) Q-F Q-MF Q-OF5 67.2 67.6 (+0.6) 75.2 (+11.9)15 59.7 63.5 (+6.4) 70.8 (+18.6)30 55.0 57.8 (+5.1) 64.3 (+16.9)100 44.0 46.5 (+5.9) 49.4 (+12.3)200 36.6 37.9 (+3.6) 39.8 (+8.7)modify the resulting query. The modi�cations permit-ted were restricted to adding words from the Narrative�eld, deleting words or phrases from the query, andindicating that certain words or phrases should occurnear each other within a document. The distance re-striction was introduced to simulate paragraph-levelretrieval [O'C80].Table 5 summarizes the results of experiments withtwo slightly di�erent methods of interactive query pro-cessing. The di�erences between the methods are de-scribed below.Q-M: Manual addition of words or phrases from theNarrative, and manual deletion of words or phrasesfrom the query.Q-O: The same as Q-M, except that the user couldalso indicate that certain words or phrases must oc-cur within 50 words of each other.The di�erence in results obtained by methods Q-1and Q-M shows that simple user modi�cations of auto-matic query processing can yield improvement. Mostof the improvement occurred from Recall levels 10-50%, and that performance degraded thereafter. Thisbehavior would be acceptable in an interactive system,because users are not likely to examine all documentsretrieved.The large improvement obtained with method Q-Osuggests that paragraph retrieval, as simulated by the\unordered window" operator, signi�cantly improvese�ectiveness. This result is encouraging. Our futureresearch will consider how to conduct paragraph-levelretrieval without user intervention.A second set of experiments were conducted to de-termine the e�ect of thesaurus terms and phrases on6



Table 7: A comparison of four methods of constructing routing queries. The methods were evaluated on Volume2 of the TIPSTER document collection.Recall Precision (50 queries)Q-1 |- Q-F |- |- Q-R |- |- Q-O |-0 77.1 75.2 (�2.4) 78.0 (+1.2) 85.4 (+10.8)10 55.2 56.1 (+1.7) 58.3 (+5.5) 65.6 (+18.9)20 48.3 49.0 (+1.4) 50.1 (+3.9) 57.9 (+19.9)30 41.5 43.0 (+3.4) 43.8 (+5.4) 49.7 (+19.6)40 36.7 37.7 (+2.8) 37.6 (+2.5) 42.8 (+16.8)50 32.0 32.9 (+3.0) 32.9 (+2.8) 36.3 (+13.5)60 27.9 27.9 (+0.3) 27.6 (�0.9) 30.7 (+10.3)70 22.1 22.9 (+3.5) 23.1 (+4.4) 24.6 (+11.4)80 17.5 18.0 (+2.8) 18.6 (+6.2) 19.1 ( +9.4)90 12.5 12.8 (+2.7) 12.4 (�0.2) 14.0 (+11.9)100 2.4 2.7 (+12.1) 3.7 (+51.6) 3.7 (+51.9)avg 33.9 34.4 (+1.4) 35.1 (+3.5) 39.1 (+15.2)Recall Precision (50 queries)(#Docs) Q-1 Q-F Q-R Q-O5 58.4 58.0 (�0.7) 59.6 (+2.1) 69.6 (+19.2)15 51.5 53.5 (+3.9) 55.9 (+8.5) 61.1 (+18.6)30 48.7 50.1 (+2.9) 50.4 (+3.5) 56.6 (+16.2)100 34.6 35.5 (+2.6) 36.0 (+4.1) 39.2 (+13.3)200 26.3 26.9 (+2.3) 26.1 (�0.8) 28.5 (+8.4)queries that were created automatically and modi�edmanually. In these experiments, �ve additional the-saurus terms or phrases were added automatically toeach query in the Q-1, Q-M and Q-O query sets. Theterms and phrases selected were the same as those usedin the Q-F query set described above. The resultingquery sets were Q-F, Q-MF, and Q-OF. Table 6 sum-marizes the results of evaluating these query sets onVolume 1 of the TIPSTER data, using the TREC1relevance judgements.Manual modi�cation of the Q-F query set yieldeda 3.8% average improvement. Inclusion of un-ordered window operators yielded a 13.2% improve-ment. These results are largely in agreement with theresults from the �rst set of experiments with semi-automatic query creation. In the �rst set of exper-iments, the improvements were 2.3% and 14.6%, re-spectively. However, closer examination of the resultsreveals that the thesaurus terms and phrases weremost e�ective in the Q-M query set. The thesaurusterms and phrases improved the Q-M query set from38.1% to 39.3%, which is a 3.2% relative improvement.In contrast, the thesaurus terms and phrases improvedthe Q-O query set from 42.7 to 42.9, which is a 0.5%improvement. It is unclear what caused this di�erence.It is possible that the small di�erence is an artifact ofthe experimental design. Thesaurus words and phraseswere added after the query was modi�ed, so they werenot used in unordered window operators. The e�ectsof the paragraph-like retrieval may have swamped thecontribution of the �ve thesaurus terms and phrases.

4 Techniques for Creating RoutingQueriesRouting queries are queries that are designed for longterm use. It is fair to assume that care is exercised inthe construction of routing queries, because the timespent in query construction is amortized over many re-trievals. Our experiments compared the e�ectivenessof queries created automatically, interactively, and byrelevance feedback. The automatic methods Q-1 andQ-F, and the semi-automatic method Q-O, are de-scribed above. Relevance feedback is described below.Relevance feedback was conducted on the Q-1 queryset and the TIPSTER Volume 1 documents, using allof the TREC1 relevance judgements. The hypothesiswas that relevance feedback on Volume 1 would pro-duce queries suitable for use on Volume 2. The rd�dfmethod [HC93] was used to select �ve terms to addto each query. Term weights for all terms were deter-mined by the rt�df method [HC93]. This approach toquery creation is called Q-R in this paper.The results from the experiments are summarized inTable 7. The results were obtained by creating queriesfor TIPSTER topics 51-100, and using them to retrievedocuments from Volume 2 of the TIPSTER data. TheTREC1 relevance judgements were used to determinerelevance.These results support the conclusion that the in-troduction of concepts associated with query terms inone document database can improve the e�ectivenessof the query in another database. This result is sup-ported by experiments with two di�erent techniquesfor deciding what to add to the query. One tech-nique identi�ed words and phrases that co-occurredwith query terms in a sample of the database, regard-less of relevance. The other technique identi�ed words7



that were more likely to occur in relevant documents.The former approach requires no user intervention, soit could also be used for AdHoc queries. The latterapproach requires user intervention.The impressive results of the Q-O method demon-strate that paragraph-level retrieval is as e�ective forRouting queries as it was for AdHoc queries.5 ConclusionThis paper evaluates several approaches to creatingAdHoc and Routing queries for the TIPSTER collec-tion. These approaches were developed with the TIP-STER data in mind, but were not \tuned" for the TIP-STER data. In particular, no relevance judgementswere available during the time that the query process-ing methods were developed.The results demonstrate both the advantage and dif-�culty of using as many representations as possible of auser's information need. Queries based upon multipleTIPSTER topic �elds yielded better recall and preci-sion than queries based upon a single �eld. However,experiments with the Narrative �eld showed that somerepresentations require very sophisticated processing.Careless use of the Narrative is worse than ignoring itcompletely.Human interaction with automatic query process-ing was shown to be helpful. This result can be in-terpreted as suggesting further improvements to auto-matic query processing. It may also mean that humanintuition remains an important part of query formula-tion.Paragraph-level retrieval was shown to be e�ectivein large and heterogeneous collections. This result isnot surprising. The TIPSTER data includes manylong documents. Some Federal Register documentshave so many words that they are retrieved, albeit withlow ranking, for virtually every query. Our approxima-tion of paragraph-level retrieval with an \unorderedwindow" operator demonstrated that these spuriousmatches can be eliminated by restricting attention toparagraph-sized portions of the document. Our futurework will concentrate on use of actual paragraphs.Our results also support the conclusion that index-ing automatically with controlled vocabulary terms(features), in addition to words in the text, can be ef-fective. We have demonstrated small improvements inprecision at all recall levels by careful use of company,foreign country, and US city concepts. Our successrate in selecting useful features to include in the vo-cabulary is about 50%, so far. The use of synonymquery networks for \Europe" and \developing coun-try" did not produce an improvement, nor did use ofthe USA concept.The experiments suggest that automatic construc-tion of a thesaurus is possible, using only data aboutco-occurrence of noun phrases in the collection. Theresults raise many questions about how best to cre-ate the thesaurus, and how best to use the thesauruswords and phrases in a query. However, the thesaurus

words and phrases were found to be useful in auto-matic, semi-automatic and routing experiments. Theconsistency of these results encourages future research.The results for the Routing query processing meth-ods con�rm that it is possible to create queries withone collection and then use them e�ectively on an-other, previously unseen, collection. The collectionsused in these experiments had many similar charac-teristics, but di�ered on some characteristics like aver-age document length. The experiments demonstratedthe e�ectiveness of four di�erent methods for creat-ing routing queries. Automatic and semi-automaticmethods performed well. Thesaurus terms from onecollection were shown to be e�ective on another sim-ilar collection. Relevance feedback on one collectionwas shown to produce queries that were useful on an-other similar collection. It is unclear how well the-saurus words and phrases or relevance feedback wouldperform if the collections di�ered more. Paragraph-level retrieval appeared to work as well with routingqueries as with AdHoc queries.This evaluation of query processing also raised manyquestions. One such question is whether special treat-ment of phrases is helpful in very long queries. Theresults of our evaluation suggest that phrases do in-deed help, but that the improvement is small. It maybe that the large number of words in the query e�ec-tively disambiguates documents, making phrases un-necessary. It may also be that a better approach toidentifying phrases in queries and documents is re-quired.A second question is how one can use e�ectively thecontents of the Narrative �eld. Intuition suggests thatthis �eld must be useful, because it describes preciselythe requirements for relevance. One possibility, whichwe are investigating, is that the words from the Nar-rative should not be used directly, but should insteadmodify or a�ect the way in which the other �elds areprocessed.A �nal question is whether true paragraph-level re-trieval will yield results di�erent from the results ob-tained with the unordered window operator. Onemight suspect that results will be better, because theTIPSTER collection contains many \News Summary"documents. However, our intuitions with this col-lection have often been wrong, so further research isneeded.We are currently carrying out a range of more de-tailed experiments using the TREC1 relevance judge-ments. The results from these experiments will allowus to tune the query processing techniques and to makemore de�nite conclusions about their relative e�ective-ness.AcknowledgementsThis research was supported by the NSF Center forIntelligent Information Retrieval at the University ofMassachusetts. We thank Steve Harding, John Broglioand Michelle Lamar for helping with this research.8
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